
 

Instructions, Care and Maintenance of your Original Fire Reflector by MC Ranch Overland Inc. 

Please use your Original Fire Reflector for its intended purpose, as a heat and light reflector only. 

Please do not allow people, especially children, to touch the panels when in use. 
 
To unfold your Original Fire Reflector: Separate the folded panels allowing the centre hinge to fully rotate open. Note that the 
staking tabs should always be facing inward toward the intended fire location. The staking tabs are an optional element for added 
stability in windy or unstable ground conditions. (Stakes are not included.) 
 
Position your Original Fire Reflector in a parabolic shape around your campfire or cooking device, making sure the cooking 
device or the campfire flames do not directly touch the reflector surfaces. 
 
It is recommended to position your Original Fire Reflector proportionately distanced away from the flame or heat source at a 1:1 
ratio. Flames should never touch your Original Fire Reflector. This relationship and clearance should be monitored during use and 
adjusted as necessary. 
 
When handling the Original Fire Reflector after use, always allow the aluminum panels to cool entirely before touching and 
especially before storing back inside the custom-made carrying case.  

Folding directions after use: Please note, the panels only fold in one direction. Once the panels are cool, stand within the arc and 
hold the outermost handles. Lift and allow the centre hinge to come towards you and fold the outer panels together with the staking 
tabs toward the inside, tucking in under the stacked panels. Store the neatly stacked panels inside the carrying case with the tabs 
down into the reinforced bottom of the carrying case. 

When transporting your Original Fire Reflector inside any vehicle always safely secure it in place.  
 
Care: Your Original Fire Reflector is made entirely of untreated aluminum. Keep your Original Fire Reflector as clean and dry as 
possible and wipe off the surfaces prior to storing to prevent corrosion and preserve the finish. 
 
Maintenance: To clean your Original Fire Reflector use standard strength dish soap, thoroughly cover in suds and scrub with a non-
metal scrub brush in the direction of the orbital finish. Rinse and dry completely before placing back into the custom-made carrying 
case. 

Warning: Do not use flammable lubricants on the hinge joints. 

 



 

 

Before use ensure you read the instructions, care and maintenance information on the other side of the page:  

 

 

 
 
Product Disclaimer 
 
When you order the "Original Fire Reflector" from MC Ranch Overland Inc. (“MC Ranch”) you represent that you are of a legal age to 
purchase this product.  
 
The "Original Fire Reflector" is only to be used for purposes for which it was designed and its intended use. If used improperly, the 
"Original Fire Reflector" may be dangerous and cause injury.  
 
When you purchase from MC Ranch Overland Inc. you agree that you will use the product in a safe and legal manner, consistent with 
all applicable laws, safety rules, and good common sense, including, without limitation: 
 

- Do not change or modify the "Original Fire Reflector" in any way 
- Do not allow flames to touch the "Original Fire Reflector" 
- Do not use the "Original Fire Reflector" to support anything (people, fire grills, cooking implements, etc.) 
- Do not build your fire on or too near to the "Original Fire Reflector" 
- Your "Original Fire Reflector" may become warm or hot! Do not handle or store away your "Original Fire Reflector" until 

completely cool 
- Always store the "Original Fire Reflector" securely and safely for transport 

 
You further agree that you will take such steps as may be reasonably necessary and/or required by applicable law to keep any products 
out of the hands of minors and untrained and/or immature individuals. 
 
When you purchase the "Original Fire Reflector" from MC Ranch Overland Inc. you agree to assume all risks related to and/or arising 
from owning and using the product and agree to indemnify and hold MC Ranch Overland Inc. harmless from any and all claims brought 
by any person or entity against MC Ranch Overland Inc. or its directors related to and/or arising from your ownership and/or use of 
the "Original Fire Reflector". 


